
Maintenance Guide 
Congratula*ons on the purchase of your Tankkd stock tank. 

Stock tanks are very easy to maintain and can last for years if you take care of them. 

1. Delivery of your Tankkd  

Stock tanks come from distant Nebraska, so they can s*ll be a li@le dirty.  
Take a mild baby shampoo with a soB sponge and lather the tank well, then rinse well 
with water.  
If black spots (grease) are visible, you can brush them with a white melanin sponge. 
You can buy it from us but also at the supermarket.  
The melanin sponge is good for dirt but also for lime on the tank.  
You can well rub the tank with a mild oil every year. So even if you washed it. Rub it 
with a microfiber cloth.  

2. Installa*on 

You can find all manuals online on our online store. If you have any ques*ons, feel 
free to contact us via Whatsapp 

Some *ps:  
Check that the pump is  
Turn on the TANKKD taps  
You wash the filter medium every two weeks at 30 degrees in a laundry bag without 
product. Then let it dry naturally and certainly not in the dryer. 
Do not leave the stove on un*l you are sure of traffic.  

3. Fill your Tankkd  

The *me has finally come!! But how to keep the water *dy?  
If you have a small tankkd, you will probably change the water enough when it gets 
dirty. For example for ice baths.  
If you have a larger Tankkd, FILTERING is the most important thing. In summer from 8 
a.m. to 12 p.m., in winter from 4 a.m. to 6 p.m.  
Chemicals always have a nega*ve impact on the lifespan of your Tankkd, which is why 
we will use as few as possible. It's healthier for you, but also for the Tankkd 

WITHOUT filters, we will never use chemicals.  

Here you will always test the water quality first. Then you will see that depending on 
the rain or tap water, the pH is too high or too low.  As a result, the alkanity is also too 
high or too low.  
In the included booklet, you can see the steps well.  

TANKKD BV IS NEVER RESPONSIBLE FOR PRODUCT MISMANAGEMENT AND ACCIDENTS, THIS 
INFORMATION IS PURELY INFORMATIVE



With tap water, you will see that the pH is too low, the alkanity too high and copper 
probably too.  
In this case, you will control the pH.  
We're not going to add products if we don't need them. Test weekly and add 
necessary.  
Use the right quan**es and always when the filter is running. Always dissolve the 
products in a cup with warm water before pudng them in the tank.  

place a slow chlorine tablet in a float. (THE SMALLEST VERSION = as large as a coin of 
2 euros maximum) 1 tablet every 2 weeks.  

4. The fabric cover is a summer cover that can fly away in strong winds. Here you can 
op*onally use magnets to hold it in place.  

5. WINTER  

If you have a heater, you'll probably use the Tankkd for as long as possible. If it 
freezes, you can heat up every day so that the pipes cannot freeze or you can turn off 
the pump and hea*ng and let out all the water. Store the pump in a dry place. Make 
sure all the water is out of the stove. Wash the tankkd as you did at the beginning 
with a mild shampoo and make sure it is dry inside (turn it over or cover it). You can 
also leave the water in the tank, without the pump and heater, and freeze it. For this, 
no chemicals must have been used a month before.  

If you only use the tank in summer, leave the water with the filter on for 4 hours a day 
without chemicals.  When it freezes, log out and make the choice described above.  

So we never let an unfiltered tank hibernate with water containing chlorine or 
chemicals.  

Place your winter cover on the tank (thermocover)  

6. Before use, always read the safety instruc@ons and manuals that you can read on 
our website. 

TANKKD BV IS NEVER RESPONSIBLE FOR PRODUCT MISMANAGEMENT AND ACCIDENTS, THIS 
INFORMATION IS PURELY INFORMATIVE


